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ust as the sun comes out and we all feel
a thawing of Crypto Winter to
something more like like Crypto
Spring, a face-slap woke us up. A fairly
major red-screen day took place on
Sunday, led by BTC reversing last week’s
gains with a circa 11% drop.
Some observers blame the Six Nations
Rugby and last weekend’s equally major football
matches. Highly doubtful unless they just switched of their
algorithmic trading! Others feel that it’s more of a natural
pullback after the past - very bullish - two weeks. At the time of
writing, BTC is trading at US$3,822.74; Ethereum (ETH) is
holding steady at number two position at US$139.80, with
third placed Ripple (XRP) at US$0.3046 Overall market cap has
ended up pretty much identical since last week’s Crypto AM at
US$129.29bn (data source: www.CryptoCompare.com).
Casting my eyes across the Pond, there has been
advancement in the US state of Wyoming since previously
reporting about their blockchain, crypto and digital assets
legislation. The state announced on 20 February that three
bills had passed. This significantly paves the way for banks to
be able to legally be custodians of digital assets.
Sticking with Wyoming, which is where sleeping protocol
giant Cardano’s engineering company IOHK now is domiciled.
Not only has IOHK now publicly announced its first major
summit in Miami on the 18-19 April - where visitors are
expecting huge news. But also (and even more significantly) it
has also announced the transition from operating Ouroboros
CLASSIC to Ouroboros GENESIS. This means Cardano is
moving from a centralised to decentralised platform.
Tonight, I’m attending the launch, in Covent Garden, of our
friends at Wirex who tomorrow release their major overall
upgrade, ‘Wirex 3.0’. Speaking of Wirex, I noted that Adam
Amos from Pigzbe - a piggy-wallet - just bought, using his Wirex
card, the first pizza in Wallo (WLO) the digital currency of
Pigzbe. It’s a great achievement for this young company and
demonstrates how we can use blockchain technology in the
real world - something so many projects sadly lack.
Crypto AM contributor Nick Ayton, Founder & CEO of
Chainstarter Ventures, is helping host and sponsor the eighth
Ritossa Global Family Office Summit in Dubai on 2-4 March the world’s largest gathering of private wealth. He is taking
with him UK-based SimplePay Ltd, who are delivering Smart
City solutions for unifying 50 payments types including crypto.
“We are taking SimplePay to Dubai as part of their STO [stock
transfer order] process and we intend to build on the $5m
raised so far, and expect to get a term sheet commitment for
another $15m during the closed private event,” explains Nick.

T

rust Artificial Intelligence (AI)
will be the dominant force in
the global economy over the
next few decades - but who will
control the AI?
At present, the answer is: a handful of
massive tech companies, operating
closely in co-ordination with the US and
Chinese governments.
But these are still early days, and it's far
from guaranteed that the current techbiz overlords will succeed in ruling the
emerging AI-powered global brain - any
more than Wang Computers, Honeywell
and IBM were pre-destined to retain leadership in the PC and internet eras.
Today's tech giants have built their AI
empires largely on the backs of Big Data
surreptitiously gathered from customers
as narrow AI algorithms extract specific
sorts of predictive value from this data.
This continues to be a powerful methodology for growth and profit, but may face
more obstacles going forward.
Consumers and companies in other
markets are now aware of the value of
their data and the power of AI to manipulate their decision-making, and are
viewing Big Tech's business models and
products with new scepticism.
It is at least feasible that the global AI
market five-to-10 years hence will be dominated not by conventional software companies, but rather by novel modes of
organisation that integrate the capability
of AI to transform traditional enterprises
with the power of decentralised human
and computing networks. This may seem
outlandish, but consider the significant
differences between the business models
of Google, Facebook and Tencent versus
the business models of tech giants of the
1970s and 1980s.

gate so as to influence the rating of the
creator of that agent in other platforms
(where they may have created other
agents). The model of ‘normal’ network
behaviour used to help identify anomalous network phenomena from a cybersecurity perspective would be built from
data across multiple decentralised networks, so that harmless phenomena seen
in one network would not be judged
anomalous the first time they are seen in
another.

NETWORK OF NETWORKS
In this vision the decentralised AI ecosystem would be a network of networks - a
decentralised network of inter-operating
decentralised-AI networks, where DAIA as
an organisation mediates the interoper-

BREAKING THE TECH
OLIGOPOLY WITH
DECENTRALISED AI
Designed by
Phill Snelling,
Bowater Media

COMBINING AI
AND BLOCKCHAIN
Since Ethereum made it feasible to rapidly script new blockchain applications,
dozens of new projects have emerged
bringing AI and blockchain together,
with a goal of creating AI networks where
the ultimate control belongs to those providing the data to feed the AI, or those
providing the AI algorithms or processing
power. DeepBrainChain has a framework wherein participants get tokens for
using their graphics processing units

(GPUs) to train deep neural nets.
Shivom gives tools for secure uploading
of personal genomics data, and then allows individuals to obtain tokens for supplying their data to others for analysis,
including AI-based analysis.
Effect.ai is beginning with a platform
for decentralised human-based creation
of training data for AIs, with a plan to
move on to an AI market place and a decentralised back-end for popular deep
neural net frameworks. DBrain provides
a platform for decentralised humanbased creation of training data, and a distributed neural net platform for training
neural net models based on this data.
Last but I hope not least, the project I cofounded in 2017, SingularityNET, has created a generic decentralised marketplace
for AIs, designed specifically to foster the
emergence of beneficial general intelligence from the interaction among the

Crypto A.M.
shines its Spotlight
on TokenMarket

T

okenMarket was started in 2016,
driven by the belief that the
process of financing the most
exciting, technology start-ups is
inefficient, unnecessarily
complicated and reserved for the
select few.
By using best-in-class blockchain
technology we are making it possible
for all classes of investor, to find,
research and invest in tomorrow’s
next tech unicorns. We are here to
redefine the £77bn-a-year start-up
and growth financing market.
Today, TokenMarket is a leading
platform for raising growth capital,
with more than £240m invested in
more than 30 carefully vetted
blockchain projects via utility token
sales.
Over this time we have securely
delivered tokens to more than
250,000 individual wallets across 153
countries, democratising the
fundraising process. Something

simply not possible with traditional
infrastructure.
To achieve our highly selective
dealflow, TokenMarket’s team of
professionals review thousands of
companies each year, ensuring they
meet with our highly selective
management criteria and due
diligence process. By leveraging our
global network, we are able to
source what we believe to be the
most interesting companies, giving

We're redefining
the £77bn-a-year
start-up and growth
financing market

Ransu Salovaara,
CEO, TokenMarket
investors the ability to participate in
earlier rounds of financing.
With the platform for secure,
compliant and scalable token

issuance built, we are turning our
attentions toward disrupting the
more traditional fundraising market
via Security Token Offerings (STOs).

agents on the network. The beta version
of our platform is launching at the end of
February, and like any early-stage platform company we have big plans to grow
the communities of suppliers and users
for the network.
All these projects are very small and immature compared to the tech giants dominating the commercial and consumer AI
scene. But so was Google when I first visited their California office way back in
2000 - a time when very few suspected
they would grow into a global AI giant pioneering self-driving cars and machine
learning-based healthcare and hosting
the research team solving computer Go.
The upstart decentralised AI economy
has all kind of network effects on its side.
The technical constructions and community dynamics associated with
blockchain-based networks makes it
straightforward and appealing to connect

After being accepted into the FCA
Sandbox Cohort 4, we will be
providing a platform for early-stage
companies to raise capital via issuing
digital shares, represented as tokens
on the Ethereum blockchain
(tokenised equity).
The intention is to use blockchain
technology to allow start-ups to issue
and manage shares to a wider pool of
investors, at an earlier stage. Think
crowdfunding 2.0 or, as we like to
describe it, crowdfunding on steroids.
This not only gives all investor
types the ability to invest alongside
larger VCs and private-equity groups,
but the potential to list publically
sooner. One of the major concerns
for investors and founders alike is
the typical time taken to realise a
return, which can be from five to
eight years.
With the emergence of several,
recently launched tokenised security
exchanges and soon, TokenMarket’s
own non-custodial exchange
offering, we hope to provide these
companies and investors with the
option of a quicker and less
expensive option.
TokenMarket will be launching this
platform by practising what we
preach and raising capital for our
own STO offering in March. Enabling
investors for the first time to
investing in TokenMarket shares.

Dozens of projects
have emerged
bringing AI and
blockchain
together
them into networks-of-networks. Each of
these networks is based on secure messaging between distinct, distributed components, with systems for managing
identity of network nodes and deciding
which proposed transactions are valid. In
such a system, enabling direct interaction
between two nodes living in different networks generally requires modest additional software effort.
In early 2018, Toda.Network founder
Toufi Saliba, my SingularityNET cofounder Simone' Giacomelli and I
founded an industry organisation called
the DAIA, the Decentralized AI Alliance.
The goal is to pull together the various
projects building systems at the intersection of AI and blockchain, so as to pursue
shared goals in a collaborative way. DAIA
now has dozens of members, unified by
the alliance’s mission to articulate and
maintain standards for interaction be-

tween different decentralised AI networks, and foster collaborative software
design and development work on tools
that are useful for multiple decentralised
AI projects. Among the directions under
early consideration as shared software
projects are formal logic-based systems
for automatically checking the correctness of smart contracts, and machinelearning based cybersecurity tools, and
an AI-based reputation and rating system
for decentralised network participants.
If DAIA succeeds in its mission, then
various decentralised AI networks will be
able to operate, from the end-user point
of view, almost as if they were one network. An AI agent operating within SingularityNET would be able to outsource
work to AI agents operating within a
number of other decentralised AI platforms, and a rating of the quality of an
agent within one platform would propa-

ation of the networks. To the extent that
some of the individual AI agents in these
networks are also ‘internally’ networks e.g. neural networks, or OpenCog cognitive hypergraphs - then we have a network of networks of networks.
This is complicated but such complications are hardly unknown. The internet is
by definition a network of networks - that's
the ‘inter’ - and if one has local area networks participating in the internet, one
has a network of networks of networks.
The dcentralised AI economy fundamentally possesses more flexibility, adaptiveness and intelligence than the
old-school big-companies-plus-big-government approach. This is why it – ultimately - is likely to prevail.
Dr Ben Goertzel, co-founder and CEO of
blockchain-based AI marketplace
SingularityNET, in conversation with
James Bowater

HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN BLOCKCHAIN
Troy Norcross, Co-Founder at Blockchain Rookies

A

ccording to MarketsandMarkets,
the global blockchain market is
expected to grow from $1.2bn in
2018 to $23.3bn by 2023. This is not by
running initial coin offerings (ICO) or
security token offerings (STO). The real
opportunities for blockchain businesses
address issues such as identity,
provenance, transparency and financial
liquidity across markets as diverse as
agri-tech, insure-tech, retail, pharma
and more.
Successful blockchain entrepreneurs
understand the principles of blockchain
technology as well as its limitations.
There are significant resources that
must be deployed to collect the data
written into the blockchain as well as
designing processes to allow for data
collection at the optimal points

with minimal friction.
Blockchain technology can allow for
distrusting partners to work together,
removing intermediaries and
middlemen. This requires a detailed
understanding of those participating in
the blockchain. Each stakeholder will
both contribute and receive value, and
this flow of value is described as
tokenomics. Getting the tokenomics
right will ensure that the ecosystem is
active - and grows - by providing a
consistent flow of value between all
stakeholders.
Another opportunity is in developing
decentralised applications or Dapps. To
make a successful business based on a
Dapp, entrepreneurs must understand
not only the challenges of building a
growing engaged community but also

technical implementation aspects of
writing smart contracts and storing data
on a particular blockchain.
The opportunity today is in using
blockchain technology to create
incremental business value across
industries, ecosystems and
communities.
While crypto speculators are HODL’ing
as the markets fluctuate, the real
opportunities are in building the
platforms and the applications for
tomorrow’s blockchain business
models. Don’t just HODL, BUIDL.
Where will you start to make money in
blockchain?
For more information visit
www.blockchainrookies.com and check
us out on Twitter @igetblockchain

WIREX MARKET VIEW

Crypto shows its true colours

I

t was smiles all round for investors, last
week as most cryptocurrencies posted
strong gains. The total cryptocurrency
market cap increased from $120.5bn to
$135bn and trading reached 33.85 billion a 10-month high. Giddy highs were shortlived, however. The market shed $17bn in
a matter of hours on Sunday, bringing
capitalisation below $130bn once again.
Prior to yesterday’s correction, many
coins had seen double-digit growth. EOS
was up 38.68%, Maker up 24.36% and
Bitcoin up 10.04% as of Sunday morning.
Waves posted a modest gain of 3%, while
Ethereum was up 20.84%. XRP shrugged
off the news about the JPM stablecoin
potentially eating into its territory to post
a decent gain of 6.60%.
Fundamentals for cryptocurrencies
remained strong going into the weekend,
with many countries exploring the
adoption of this nascent asset class. In a
first for both countries, Argentina and
Paraguay concluded a small export deal
in which payment was settled with
Bitcoin.
The Central Bank of Bahrain (CBB)
announced its aim to create a regulatory
sandbox that will allow crypto and
blockchain companies to operate in the
Kingdom on a trial basis for nine months.
It’s no secret that Bahrain seeks to

position itself as a global fintech player
and cryptocurrencies form part of this
endeavour.
Even Zuckerberg and Musk have added
their two cents on crypto and blockchain
integration. The Facebook CEO
announced plans to explore how
blockchain could integrate with the
platform’s login and data-sharing systems,
while Musk stated that Bitcoin is better
than paper money.
FBI investigations into the infamous
Bitconnect scheme failed to impact the
bulls prior to Sunday’s plunge. The nowdefunct open-source, high-yield
cryptocurrency has been labelled a Ponzi
scheme, with customer losses estimated
at ‘more than $1bn’.
Despite these fundamental elements
helping to bolster the price of crypto last
week, Bitcoin met resistance at $4,200 on
Sunday and plummeted to $3,840. Major
cryptocurrencies swiftly followed suit, with
XRP and Stellar losing 10%, Ethereum and
Litecoin 14% and EOS and Bitcoin Cash
dumping more than 15% each.
The dramatic correction elicited little
surprise from analysts, many of whom
predicted a plunge. However, the
prospect of a new low for the crypto
markets in 2019 continues to cause
unease among investors.

Staying on top of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution

S

taying on top of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution is far from easy - and can
be overwhelming. While some research still comes out of university and
corporate laboratories most now happens
out in the wild - in start-ups and small
companies funded by the crowd, as well
as venture capital and, more recently, initial coin offerings (ICOs).
When once a trained staff, work-benches
and expensive equipment were all needed
to even start work, in the digital age just
an internet connection and somewhere to
perch can be the starting point for not just
a business but for the business of research.
But this is why innovation, R&D, is no
longer a top-down institutionally driven
business. Yes, there’s some of that too. But
the Fourth Industrial Revolution is being
driven principally by innovators and entrepreneurs outside of those old institutional silos.
If you’re looking for the foundations on
which to build the next great innovation
you will most likely look in vain in the
universities of the world - which will catch
up eventually no doubt. But they’re not
even in touch with, let alone the home of,
most digital innovation. Whether it be in
fintech, blockchain or the Internet of
Things, to name but three, they are (by
and large) bystanders. While out there, in
the wild, innovation roars away - including innovation in the way the innovation
occurs, and is funded.
Crowdfunding is now an established
part of the innovation and business funding scene, chugging away providing seed
capital for tens of thousands of ideas every
month globally – yes, tens of thousands.
Nor is this kind of innovation finished.
Blockchain company SPRXS.io is innovating still further, fractionalising the ownership of new ventures right from the idea

stage.
But how do you stay on top of all this if
universities are no longer the fount of all
knowledge, as well as the fact that innovation and publishing has changed beyond recognition? You need to become
networked on the web, for good or ill. In
some topic areas, including blockchain,
most of the information out there is mere
opinion, and/or of very low quality.
Even if you’re looking purely within
your only ‘vertical’, whether it be financial
transactions, prop-tech, energy, crypto assets, stable coins - or the latest developments in the regulation of these - where
do you go, or how do you find the time,
given the deluge of undigested information of often dubious provenance, to stay
on top of the most important developments in your field? Let alone those in adjacent fields, which may well impact your
own?
Surveying members, the BBFTA concludes that this is a crucial dilemma in
what is already an increasingly decentralised world. So we have decided to do
what we can in providing better and more
timely insights and valuable information
to both those working in the fields of frontier technologies, and those charged with
making decisions in industries set to be
impacted by blockchain, distributed
ledger technology (DLT) and AI, etc.
Which is why we've created a new service, in collaboration with Team
Blockchain and my own team at Token Intelligence, to provide both daily bite-sized
information chunks on the latest developments, plus weekly insights and updates.
Join us at bbfta.org and let us help ensure
you have the skills and insights needed to
prosper in this new era, or hear more at
ICOrad.io

